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(Email 1) Subj. line: Is your body type designed to NOT lose weight?
It seems incredibly unfair.
Some people seem to lose weight easily. While others can’t seem to lose
weight no matter what they do!
You may be one of those people.
In fact, you may have a body type that is designed to NOT lose weight.
Researchers at Cambridge University have found the cause. An obesity
protein that effectively shuts down your metabolism, sabotaging all your
weight loss efforts.
You probably have more of these obesity proteins than other people.
The good news is they also found a way to turn off the obesity protein.
All it takes is one simple nutrient to turn it off so you can lose weight.
The Cambridge research found that those who took the nutrient lost an
average of 84% more weight compared to the placebo group. Go here for
details:
⇒ Find out about the one nutrient that can turn your body type into a
weight-loss body type

========================================================

(Email 2) Subj. line: The one nutrient to restart your fat loss engine
Researchers at Cambridge University have identified a single nutrient that
can fire up your metabolism so you can burn off fat.
Your metabolism is your fat loss engine and when it isn’t working as it
should, it’s just about impossible to lose weight and keep it off.
No diet, no exercise routine, stands a chance.
Trying to lose weight with a sluggish metabolism is like trying to drive a car
with the brakes on.
This discovery releases those brakes! In fact, the research found that those
who took the nutrient lost an average of 84% more weight compared to
the placebo group.
In addition, it doubled the improvements to their Body Mass Index and
substantially decreased dangerous abdominal fat.
What this nutrient does is ignite your metabolism and activate cells in
your body that DEVOUR fat. Find out the details at this link:
==>The ONE nutrient that can fire up your fat loss engine

======================================

(email 3) subj: “A Major Fat Burning Discovery”
That’s what Harvard University called research that came out from another
great university, Cambridge University, which has produced 50 Nobel Prize
winners in the fields of chemistry, physiology, and medicine.
Cambridge set out to find out why some people lost weight easily while
others cannot lose weight no matter what they do. You may be one of
them.
The research found that it comes down to a rogue protein in your body
which essentially stops your metabolism from functioning and burning fat.
You may have more of these rogue proteins than people who lose weight
easily.
I know what you’re thinking. “Well, that’s not fair!” “Why me?”
Hold on, there’s good news.
You see, once researchers found the REAL reason some people can’t lose
weight, it opened a clear path to a solution.
They needed to find a way to TURN OFF this rogue protein.
And they found it.
Turns out to be pretty simple. All it takes is ONE NUTRIENT!
To find out more about it, click here:
==>Take advantage of this Major fat-burning discovery to lose weight

